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Women's Programs
Honor Grads
by Denise Duguay
Shelley Syrota was looking
for a job change. She'd
already worked as a courier
and a window installer when
her counsellor at Canada
Employment Centre told her
about the Women's Programs
at RRCC.
Syrota is one of the 45
women who graduated from
Women's Programs. The
graduation ceremonies were
held here at the Assiniboia Inn
in December.
There were four classes in
all, one of pre-trades training
and three of employment
orientation. Each lasts 12
weeks. The three employment
orientation classes were held in
Steinbach, Winnipeg and
Riverton, the first class ever
held there. Pre-trades training
is held on-campus.
Syrota graduated from the
employment orientation class
in Winnipeg which she said
was excellent.
Syrota is typical of the other
45 graduates. All were either
unemployed or looking for a
new job direction.
Women are directed to the
courses through their
counsellors at Canada
Employment Centres. Then
students are chosen by interviews with program instructors.
Syrota graduated from the
employment orientation class
held in Winnipeg at the
YWCA.
Norma Kerr, her instructor,
said she learned as much from
the students as they did from
her. It's her first year as an
instructor. Previously, she
taught upgrading to an allmen's group in Headingly. She
said it's been quite a change.
Kerr said the most important lesson she learned was if
women get together and explore and gain each other's support, they can accomplish
anything.
Connie Crockett is the
employment orientation inst-

•

ructor for the Steinbach class.
She's been teaching for ten
years.
The course, Crockett said,
teaches women to research
new job areas and help them
prepare for new jobs.
Many graduates further
their education while others
land good jobs. Program
coordinator Pat Fraser said
the courses don't emphasize

jobs over education. They help
the women identify all the
career options open to them.
Ten of the 45 graduates
were offered jobs after their
three week work experience.
Marianne Zazulak, coordinator of work experience
said this was a record number.
Syrota said she loved her
three weeks at Knowles Centre. It inspired her to apply for
the child care course at Red
River.
Coral Freeman graduated
from pre-trades training. At
28, she's one of the youngest
graduates in her class of 14
women.
Pre-trades training focuses
more on non-traditional jobs.

From your
Students' Association
Forty-five graduate from women's programs.

It's a good primer for women
considering that job area. As
well, it teaches the same job
search skills as employment
orientation.
Freeman's work experience
was at St. Andrews Upholstering in Selkirk where she lives.
Her experience there led to her
decision to learn the upholstering trade at Red River. She
even has a tentative job offer
at St. Andrews when she
finishes her education.
However, she said the
feminist philosophy was a little too strong sometimes, but
she was glad the course
increased her awareness of
women's issues.
Family and friends were
behind her throughout the 12
week course. Her father,
whom she said is very traditional, attached only one condition to his support. He asked
her not to become a welder.
Program coordinator Pat
Fraser said the best feature of
the course is the emphasis on
personal growth. The intensity
of the small groups helps the
women grow closer and builds
their confidence.
Grace Parasiuk from the
Department of Education said
that although women have
made some gains in the work
force, there is still more work
to do.
Too many young women
still believe they will be married and never be the breadwinners, she.said.
"Courses like these are vital
in preparing for the expanding
work force." Parasiuk said
they also provide important
information on jobs women
still don't usually consider.
Fraser said that employment
orientation classes are held
throughout the year. In some
smaller rural centres the location varies to offer the classes
to more women around the
province. This was the first
class held in Riverton. All pretrades classes are held at the
college.

Building A:
Evacuated
For Second Time
by Suzi Schledwitz
Building A was evacuated at
noon on December 11 in the
second chemical incident to
take place in the college this
year. In March, three toxic
chemicals fell off of a faulty
lab cart in the hallway of
Building A. Two students and
an education assistant were
exposed to fumes.
In the latest incident, a staff
member came across several
containers of picric acid which
had crystalllized.
Crystallized picric acid
explodes when struck or
heated at extreme temperatures. It is stable in solution
form and is only potentially
hazardous when dried. The
chemical is used in the labs for
various tests.
Approximately 200 grams
of the crystallized acid was
found. It was properly capped
and sealed in glass containers.
Lyman Ross, department head
of chemical, biological,
animal health says, "It's
usually closed off and capped,
but can dissipate through the
cap or evaporate if there are
any leaks in the cap."
Ross estimates the evaporation would take about a year,
depending on storage conditions.
Two police officers from the
bomb disposal unit carried the
chemical out of the college in a
bomb disposal container
without incident. It was
detonated at the Brady Landfill Site in Fort Garry.
Jim Lowe, vice-president of
college administration,
ordered the evacuation. He
says there is always extra concern with so many people
involved.
"We evacuated the whole
building," he says. "There
were all the children in the day
care to think about. Particularly with small children,
you don't want to take the
chance. I think we did the
right thing."

Jerry Lunansky of the provincial environmental control
division confirmed the
chemical was picric acid and
recommended the disposal.
He commended the college
on its quick action. Although
there was only a small chance
of an explosion, he says, it's
best to err on the side of safety.
"It's not unusual for us to
find it crystallized (picric)," he
says. "We don't usually find
the area so well isolated,
though."
He added that there was
some firm discussion with the
people involved and doesn't
expect the incident to happen
again. "We would like to see
this sort of thing prevented by
proper inventory and
storage."
Jim Lowe and Bob Dunhan
reviewed the incident. Dunhan
is the manager of major construction for the college, and
was nearby when the acid was
found. He helped with the
evacuation and removal.
Their report recommended
that all chemicals be clearly
labelled. They also recommended a disposal date on
chemicals, and a monthly
check of all chemical storage
areas. Storage areas are to be
cleaned each year by June 30.
These recommendations are to
be implemented immediately.
Lowe says the administration is also reviewing the
emergency procedures for the
college, including the evacuation procedure.
"We're working on a
booklet for staff on what to
do. We don't want there to be
any doubt as to what to do in
an emergency. If there is a
fire, or a chemical spill, we
want the alarm pulled without
direction from
administration."
No one was hurt in the
incident.
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News

Well, it's 1986 and you
know what that means.
Reflection time on 1985. Yes
folks, the year in review, a
summation of noteworthy
events that occured over the
past twelve months, as carried
in these pages and played out
in the halls of R.R.C.C. and
elsewhere.

Polonsky Predicts
Bright Future

The Jan. 11, 1985 issue of
The Projector carried a lead
story entitled, Computer
Ripoff. Writer Nona Pelletier
examined the circumstances

by Bruce Owen
As we quickly enter
active and entrepreneurial in
1986, Gary Polonsky, providing additional training
president of Red River Com- and upgrading outside the colmunity College, is concen- lege where there is full cost
trating on updating the col- recovery.
lege's goals to make them
"Five, six times a day lately,
more appropriate for the last opportunities become idenhalf of the 1980s as govern- tified where that's the only
ment funding dwindles.
way to go," he says. "This
Polonsky says the most didn't used to be necessary in
significant change involves the the 1960s because Canada
provincial cabinet's move to could afford anything it
allow RRCC to operate more wanted. We didn't have
flexibly and make internal massive deficits and so on. We
decisions instantly, instead of had wealth. But these are the
through other government '80s now and we're heading
agencies.
into the '90s before too long
"We have to work at renew- and the world is different.
ing our operating and capital
"Just yesterday someone
resources and explore non- requested that the college buy
traditional sources for our a $50,000 television graphics
revenue," says Polonsky. computer generator to train
"With the cabinet's decision, students. Ten years ago, I
we are able to become pro- would have said, 'well, let's

College president Gary Polonsky is optimistic . .

get it into our capital plan and
we'll buy it.'
"This morning, I heard
myself say, let's get ten
employers together to see if
they agree that people have to
be upgraded in this area.
Maybe the two of us can
afford to buy this unit and
upgrade their people at no
charge and we'll have the
generator for our own
students. And maybe, some of
the smaller employers could
use the technology after hours,
to help their businesses."
Polonsky says that with this
thrust, the college can wheel
and deal like any other
business. The college could
identify potential clients,
determine their needs and then
fulfill them.
The president also wants to
make sure RRCC stays at the
forefront of computer innovation. "We want to lead in
computerization where
appropriate, as opposed to the
computers leading us."
Another area Polonsky
wants to improve is staff
development. "We have a
really good staff here. In some
cases, they've stayed as good
as they are, almost in spite of
the system, rather than
because of it. This system has
put up too many roadblocks
and has not been supportive
enough in terms of encouraging people to develop their
skills. And I'm committing the
college to turn all that around
by 180 degrees."
In 1986, Polonsky says he
wants the college to continue
to do all the things that it's
doing well now. He cited
Statistics Canada findings

The Grey Owl

The Sept. 20, 1985 issue carried a story entitled S.A. Aims
for Hemphill. News editor
Bruce Owen explained how
and why $10,000 was allocated

announced. Neither has an
election date.
The December 6 issue carried an editorial dealing with
war toys. Thankfully, Winnipeg is far removed from any
armed conflict. The New
Years Day exchange of
messages by Reagan and Gorbachev gave a lot of people
hope for 1986, but it was
tempered a few days later by
brutal terrorists in Rome and
Vienna.
All things considered, Winnipeg isn't a bad place to live.
R.R.C.C. is a pretty good
school. The Projector is a
damn fine newpaper. Happy
New Year!

•

which show that Red River's
current academic system is
well regarded by graduates
and performing better than
other colleges across the country.
"The survey also shows that
95 per cent of our graduates
are employed. That's incredible! In other parts of Canada,
the percentage isn't nearly as
high."
However, Polonsky did not
say whether or not those
graduates mentioned in the
survey were employed in
course-related jobs.
But he did say that RRCC
has to improve its image in the
community and enhance its
programming. He also said
Red River should do more for
the poor people of Manitoba.

"It's not good enough just
to bring poor people in who
may not be able to read as well
as you or I might. We have to
make sure we help them along
the way by providing better
tutorial services."
For Polonsky, it's important RRCC continues to provide competitive training and
services in an era of fiscal
restraint.
"I think we're a great college now and the informal
vibrations I get, plus the data
we collect, indicates that. But
as every organization gets bigger and better, there are certain things you shoud be emphasizing — maybe even
changing — to make it even
better. That's what we intend
to do."

does not qualify since, according to Dagg, only one in
every 1,000 people has or will
see one in the wilderness.
Peter (pseuydonym), accused of lobbying for the great
grey owl, said: "Absolute,
sheer balderdash. I hear from
hundreds and hundreds of
people every year who report
seeing the bird."
Peter adds that two committee members told him confidentially that the great grey
owl could never be chosen.
"You can judge for yourself
whether these people are being
open, fair, logical or if they
are being biased."
Not all committee members
have expressed outrage at the
minister's choice. Ted Muir is
one of them. "As a civil servant, yes, of course I support
the minister . . . I am the only
civil servant. He's my boss. He
has the final say."
Muir insists that the choice
is a political reality and he
therefore has no feelings about
the stir the issue has created.

For Art Allan, chairman of
the committee, the bird selection was a side issue. Far more
important are concerns of
destroyed habitat. The bird
matter has "been blown out of
proportion is what I think".
Uskiw is disappointed that
some committee members are
taking the matter so seriously.
"I am a political person and I
can understand that they're
not as concerned about the
political considerations as I
am."
His primary consideration
was that six states, including
North Dakota, have already
selected the committee's first
choice, the meadowlark.
When asked if the minister
may reconsider his choice at
the meeting planned for this
week Dagg said: "It will take a
lot of pressure to step back.
Politically he would look like a
sap. If he thinks he would lose
a lot of votes — I think he'd
step back."
The minister said he would
not revoke the decision.

************************** *
Gervin Alexander Dobbin Memorial Scholarship
A $200 scholarship has been established to

honor the memory of former evening Program
supervisor, Gervin Alexander Dobbin.
This Scholarship is to be awarded annually to
a single parent with a financial need who is currently registered in an Extension Services program (evening or Saturday program).
Application forms are available from the
extension Services Office (Room C-116) and the
Student Awards Office (Room C-312). The
application deadline is February 14, 1986.
Completed application forms may be sent to:
Extension Services Office
Room C-116
Red River Community College
2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3H 0J9
For more information, please contact the Student Awards Office by calling 632-2437, from
Monday to Friday, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00
p.m.

***************************

. . . about RRCC's role in Manitoba's future.

by Annette Martin
south-eastern Manitoba,
Uskiw's home voting territory,
it helped the cause. Meeting
the demands of lobbyists by
choosing the owl is, likewise, a
political ploy.
David Hatch, also a committee member, angry at the
minister's failure to apologize
said: "I felt like President
Marcos, sent to investigate
Aquino's death. It was a total
waste of time."
Hatch
resented
the
minister's joke that when
everything else was extinct
maybe Manitoba would be the
only province with a bird that
was not.
When asked about Dagg's
resignation Hatch said: "I
guess if you've got principles
you should quit."
One committee member,
not wishing to be identified,
claims "We had received
express opposition to this
bird."
Since one of the guidelines
for selecting the bird was high
visibility, the great grey owl

system, but not of the required
software. This is sort of like
receiving a set of encyclopedias that do not contain
nouns or verbs. To date, the
computer system is in limbo.

by the Students' Association
for an anti-Maureen Hemphill
campaign in the next provincial election. Key elements in
regarding the non-functioning the S.A. were dissatisfied with
computer system at R.R.C.C. the lack of progress on a new
Due to some ill-advised deci- Learning Resource Centre for
sion making, the school was R.R.C.C. To date, no firm
the recipient of a computer L.R.C. plans have been

Great Grey Owl For The Birds?
Not even the great grey owl
has received as much criticism
as has the Minister of Natural
Resources, Sam Uskiw (NDP
-Lac du Bonnet).
The owl, chosen out of a
selection of 88 candidates, is
to become Manitoba's
emblem. Other candidates
included the western
meadowlark, the American
robin, the common loon, the
Canada goose, the red-winged
blackbird, and the rubythroated hummingbird.
In selecting the great grey
owl as the province's official
bird, Uskiw had overruled a
decision made by the committee responsible for choosing
the best candidate.
Since that time one of the
committee members, Mel
Dagg, has resigned. "I felt I
didn't have any choice but to
pursue what is definitely a slap
in the face."
In Dagg's opinion, the
minister was manoeuvred by
politics. Because the great grey
owl occurs most frequently in

Editorial
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Shoplifting
Hurts
Everyone

o • a et

by Jacqueline Shymanski

With Steve Maitland's guidance, five brave souls submit to scientific
experimentation. Thanks Steve.

Shoplifting accounts for
about 30-35 per cent of a
store's loss. The other 65-70
per cent is internal theft or
error. Rick Green, Supervisor
of Loss Prevention for Shoppers Drug Mart, said each year
the percentage grows larger.
Green said there is no
typical shoplifter. "The
shoplifter can be anyone.
Doesn't matter what age, what
lifestyle," he says.
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Bruce Benson
Brad Oswald
Brian Pelletier
Mireille Dacquay, Jacqueline Shymanski
The Projector is written and compiled every two
weeks by Red River students for Red River students.
If you have any comments regarding the paper,
please contact us in Trailer 'If' next to the student
parking lot.
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News Editor
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Entertainment Editor
Production

Store detectives apprehend a
wide variety of people, but the
most common are young
women between 16-20 years of
age. The high cost of cosmetic
items is often the lure for this
group to try to get something
for nothing.

"The path of excess leads to the palace of knowledge."
— William Blake

The majority of shoplifters
steal because of opportunity.
Green said most people have
felt the desire to steal at one
point in time, but only a certain number do — as a result
of opportunity.

e Thanks
to you
s
it works...

untied...a. FOR ALL OF US

Today's shopper often cornplains about the high price of
everyday items. While part of
this high cost is store overhead
and profit, some credit should
be taken by an unseen
freeloader — the shoplifter.

United VP/ay

The number of shoplifters
continues to grow as more
people feel the pinch of hard
economic times. More people
are trying their hand at it, and
according to Green, these

amateurs are most likely to get
caught.
"The beginner likes
privacy," he says. "They
choose open aisles on a slow
day, while professionals use
busy stores in crowded sections. Store detectives can
usually spot the beginner and
apprehend them."
Store detectives and floor
walkers decide on the fate of
the shoplifter once caught. As
peace officers, they have the
right to check the shoplifters
criminal record, personal
belongings, and can press
charges.
Despite highly visible signs
and constant patrolling by
detectives, the shoplifter
usually gets away. One Winnipeg Shoppers Drug Mart
recorded losses of $57,000 for
one year, with apprehensions
recovering only $1800.
Despite this low recovery,
Green feels his staff of detectives are doing the job. He
said, "Shoplifting can't be
stopped," and added that a
publicity campaign might curb
potential shoplifters.
But the end result is a higher
price for the shopper, not an
excuse for higher store profits,
but a real problem if shoplifting continues. Hopefully,
more customers will pay the
cost of everyday items, instead
of the high price of getting
caught.
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Movie Reviews

Entertainment
Video Trend Spawns
New Cult Films
by Jim VanDusen
A few years ago, the only
cult film you probably knew
by name would have been The

Rocky Horror Picture Show.
Now however, with VCRs in
more homes everyday, cult
films are becoming as common as rock stars on Miami

Vice.

Lonnie Brooks shows 'em how it's done

Sweet Home Chicago
A Tough Act
To Follow
by Brad Oswald
You know, it sort of makes
you wonder why anyone else
would even bother to pick up a
musical instrument.
The artists who performed
at Sweet Home Chicago, the
University of Winnipeg
Students' Association's 1985
Blues Riddell Festival, held
December 13, 14 & 15 at Le
Rendez-Vous, left no doubt
that they know what the blues,
and music, for that matter, is
all about.
For three extremely cold
Winnipeg winter nights, the
likes of Lonnie Brooks, Jimmy Johnson, Eddie Shaw, the
Kinsey Report and the Sons of
Blues/Chi-Town Hustlers
made a small piece of this city
steaming hot for those who
made their way to the St.
Boniface dance club.
A very diverse crowd — old,
young, black, white, big,
small, punks, cowboys, sixties
throwbacks, you name it, it
was there — filled Le RendezVous to near-capacity for the

three-day event. According to
Michelle Beauchamp of the U
of W's program department,
attendance was disappointing
on Friday night, but the hall
was packed for both weekend
evenings.
Everybody who paid the $12
($14 at the door) price tag
surely got their money's worth
as the featured performers, as
well as special guests like Big
Time Sarah (and we're talkin'
BIG), took the stage each
night for back-to-back-toback hard-hitting blues, the
way it was meant to be played.
The festival was billed as a
showcase of Chicago's finest
blues musicians, and the skills
displayed, particularly those
of Jimmy Johnson and Lonnie
Brooks on guitar, made it hard
to imagine there could be
anyone better anywhere, let
alone in Chicago.
A weekend like Sweet Home
Chicago leaves one with one
gnawing doubt, however.
What are they going to do to
follow an act like this one?

FOUNDATIONS
TUTORING &
RESEARCH GROUP
* Mathematics
* Writing
* Reading
Comprehension
* Computer Science
* Physics

* Chemistry
* Accounting
Statistics
* Science
* English
* Business
Administration

783-0283

Today, one of the most
interesting new pastimes is
going to the movie rental store
and renting the stupidest sounding movie you can find. The
stupider, the better.
Ian Lens, an employee of
Adi's Video Shop in St.
James, says that he notices a
lot of people renting the
strange movies.
"Anything that makes it
(the movie) stick out . . . people will rent it," Lens said.
Letts' examples of such
films include Eraser Head,

The Adventures of Buckaroo
Banzai in the Eighth Dimension, and almost every Kung

Fu movie.
Some people also rent comedy classics again and again
every few weeks.
When Ken Hunt and his
friends have a movie night at
his house, they usually alternate between Slap Shot, and

With more and more people
the films are the best ever owning a VCR, and not sure
made, and get funnier every whether to see a movie, people
time they are watched. Many are getting into the mentality
people also mention Monty where they will wait until it
Python's Holy Grail and Life comes out on video, Horton
of Brian in the same breath, said.
Unless the movie has a very
saying that they become even
funnier when you know what strong. . . ah . . . reputation,
like Rocky IV, people might
the next line will be.
Dale Horton of Video Con- not want to wait in line.
nection is St. James says that a
"Let's face it, it's a lot
lot of people like older films as cheaper to rent a movie for
well.
two or three dollars," Horton
"A lot of people are into said. "Two people going to a
watching Casablanca again," movie (theatre) now costs
Horton said.
about 11 dollars, plus parking
Horton also believes that and popcorn."
the weird titles are the ones
Some movies never even
chosen by the cult audience.
"The title and whatever's make it to the box office now.
on the box have a lot to do In fact, some movies are made
with what people rent," especially for video rental
places only.
Horton said.
The Best of Belushi would
Then there are the movies
that do poorly in the box be a good example of that.
Another example would be
office but seem to strike it rich
in the video store. Titles in- the famous NHL Hockey
clude: Perfect, with John Fights tape which consists of
Travolta, both High Road to over three hours of nothing
China and Lassiter, starring but hockey fights. Many peoTom Sellek, Field', starring ple have parties and let this
Chevy Chase, and the Road play on the set all night.
So even if you like the recent
Warrior series.
Horton says that there is a flicks, remember, todays new
change in the way people are releases, could be tomorrow's
new cult films.
thinking about movies.

TSYMBALY, the name of a
traditional Ukranian string
instrument, is the current production at the Manitoba
Theatre Centre Mainstage.
With music playing softly in
the background, we are
introduced to the Stefanyk
family and the residents of a
rural Ukranian community
somewhere in Manitoba.
From the moment we meet
thirteen-year-old Nickie
Stefanyk (Mathew Ball), his
impatience with the old ways is
firmly established as the
source of inevitable conflict.
Although Nickie's parents
(Frank Anderson and Sharon
Baker) don't understand him,
the boy does have a close relationship with his grandmother, or Baba (Joan Orenstein).
As Nickie grows up (now
played by George R. Kelebay),
there is a growing element of
tension between him and his
mother. The father and grand
mother must continuously
smooth things over since his
mother can't understand her

Flat Despite
Choreography

Animal House. They say that

Tsymbaly:
Sincere Humor
And Emotion
by Mireille Dacquay

A Chorus Line

son's lack of respect for tradition.
Through a jar of earth from
the old country bestowed upon
him by his Baba, Nickie is
finally able to bridge the gap
between mother and son and
bring the play to a touching
conclusion.
The story unfolds with the
full flavor of Ukranian culture
through folksongs and music
and an energetic performance
by whirling dancers at a wedding scene.
The jokes have no trouble
pulling in laughs because the
focus of the play is on everyday silliness and marvelous
insight to Ukranian culture.
The characters could belong in
any small town and it's this
proximity that adds warmth to
their roles.
Touched with just the right
blend of humor and emotion,
it's a sincere story that will
leave you feeling good.
TSYMBALY is sponsored
by the Manitoba Institute of
Chartered Accountants and
will run from January 2 to 25,
1986.

THE
HANDCRAFTS
THAT
CHANGE THE
WORLD

Reed, an exceptional dancer
who is in desperate search of a
A Chorus Line provided a job. She pleads to Zach for an
challenge that five directors, audition. Zach, who has put
including Mike Nichols and her off since she entered the
Sidney Lumet, decided to pass theatre, relents, and, soon
up. When producers Cy Feuer after, the sixteen' competitors
and Ernest H. Martin become seventeen and the
approached Richard Atten- stage is set for the rediscovery
borough with the challenge, he of the love between Zach and
was ready. It's to Atten- Cassie.
borough's credit that he took
Attenborough
faced
on such a difficult project and challenges of both time and
saw it through, and, while A space while filming A Chorus
Chorus Line is not a failure, Line. As Attenborough said in
neither is it a success of the an interview for Marquee
same magnitude as Atten- magazine, "The constraints
borough's last project, on A Chorus Line are its
Gandhi.
magic contained within this
The screenplay, adapted box," referring to the Mark
from the hit Broadway Hellinger theatre where most
musical, was written by of the filming of A Chorus
Arnold Schulman and is about Line was done.
the events and occurences that
With such a limitation on
take place when a plethora of settings, Attenborough's only
dancers audition for eight jobs means of getting the audience
in a prospective Broadway out of the Mark Hellinger
musical. Zach, the director, theatre from time to time is
played by Michael Douglas, through the device of
quickly sifts through the flashback. The subject of the
dancers until he narrows their
flashbacks is Zach and
number down to sixteen.
Cassie's love affair and, while
With dialogue, song and these flashbacks do get the
dance, the sixteen competitors audience out of the theatre,
each tell Zach about
they serve only to tell a superthemselves; a sort of verbal
ficial story about a complex
resume. Zach's selection pro- love affair.
cess is complicated, however,
Michael Douglas is a conby the reappearance of his lost summate actor. After seeing
love Cassie, played by Alyson him portray Zach, it is dif-

by Ellery Wilgosh

ficult to visualize anyone else
playing the part. However, his
portrayal is academic as A
Chorus Line is not primarily
about people. It is about an
event.
Such movies oftentimes
attract a cast of big name
actors. This is not the case in
A Chorus Line. The people
who support Douglas in this
film are dancers, not actors.
They are young, fresh faces,
and for the most part, new to
the silver screen. As Attenborough says, "This ain't a
middle-aged show. It's about
young kids who are finished
by the age of 35. They're
through. So the urgency of
getting that job is
tremendous," as A Chorus
Line illustrates.
What makes this film a joy
to watch is its choreography.
It is brilliant, breathtaking,
and energetic. Choreographed
by Jeffrey Hornaday, of
Flashdance and Fame, A
Chorus Line's true magic is in
the magic of motion, of dance.
It's what the film is all about.
And it's what makes A Chorus
Line worth watching. So, by
all means, see the film if you'd
like to watch such magic
unfolding in front of your
eyes. But don't expect much
more.

When you see Red Cross
crafts and toys on sale.
you have a chance to
change the world. Proceeds from the volunteermade creations are used
in third world nations and
domestically to promote
health education and self suf ficiency. When you buy
a gift, make it count. Buy
Red Cross Creations and
change the world.

The Canadian
Red Cross Society
Assistance International
and Domestic Programme

In Spies Like Us, Dan
Aykroyd plays the same role
opposite Chevy Chase as he
did in Ghostbusters, opposite
Bill Murray, a straight man to
the witty womanizer. The only
difference being that in
Ghostbusters, it worked.
Written by Aykroyd for
himself and the late John
Belushi, the role was adapted
to 'suit Chase. The fact that
three of the principles from
Ghostbusters, Dave Thomas,
John Landis and Aykroyd are
united again should make the
movie interesting. However,
the combination doesn't seem
to have the same impact it
once did.
The story centers around
Chase and Aykroyd, who both
work within the government in
different capacities. They are
shown from the very first

A definite change from his
usual style of movie-making,
Steven Spielberg's most recent
film The Color Purple, now
showing at the Polo Park
Cinema, is not to be missed.
An extraordinary powerful
drama, The Color Purple
plays on every emotion, causing its audience to laugh and
cry, to love and hate.
With The Color Purple,
Spielberg has captured the
beauty, warmth and pain of
blacks in the deep south during the early 1900's, and
focuses on the survival and
triumph of the human spirit.
Based on Alice Walker's
Pulitzer prize-winning novel,
the plot revolves around only
one of the two main characters
in the novel — Celie, played
by Whoopie Goldberg in her
film debut.
Celie is an unattractive
black woman with many
crosses to bear. As a teenager,
she has already given birth to
two children sired by her
father.
Celie's father, played by
Leonard Jackson, soon gives
her away to become the bride
of Albert, played by Danny
Glover. Celie's soul comfort in
her life, her younger sister
Nettie, played by Akosua
Busia, goes to live with her in
order to avoid their father's
sexual advances.
We're shown that Celie's
husband also wants Nettie and
when she refuses his
advances, he banishes her

by Brad Oswald

For Diehards Only
frame to be misfits. The first
glimpse of Chase is with his
feet up on his desk, headphones on, watching Ronald
Reagan warbling a few notes
in a pre-presidential movie.
Aykroyd, on the other hand, is
found hidden away in a basement deciphering computer
programs. Next, the men are
told by their respective
superiors of an upcoming
departmental exam for
advancement.
The exam scene is the funniest in the movie. Aykroyd
must cheat on the exam by the
simple virtue of being seated
next to Chase who repeatedly
asks him for the answers to the
test questions. Of course, the
whole thing is being taped by
an unseen camera.
Upon being discovered,
Chase and Aykroyd are stunned to learn that not only are
they not going to be punished,

by Naomi Naskar

from his farm and swears that
the sisters will never communicate again.
Celie's life is hard and filled
with beatings, loneliness and
lovelessness. Her only comfort
is her developing friendship
with her husband's mistress,
blues singer Shug Avery,
played by Margaret Avery.
The close friendship with
Shug opens many doors for
Celie. She is shown a better,
more fulfilling life and slowly
we begin to see the quiet
strength within her take root
and grow until finally it
explodes into a heady
blossom.
In no way could the cast of
The Color Purple be improved
upon. Each beautifully portrays the rich characters in this
film. Special honours,
however, should be delivered
to Goldberg, Avery and
Glover, who could not have
been better suited to their
parts.
And co-producer .Quincy
Jones creates an impressive
musical score, filled with
several catchy blues numbers.
However, at times the movie
becomes difficult to follow
and fails to explain some of
the more obscure storylines in
the film. Still, everything ties
together in the conclusion.
Steven Spielberg may have
surprised a few viewers by successfully creating such a
powerful and moving drama.
Let's hope that The Color
Purple is a sign of even more
good things to come.

U of W Continues
Jazz Series

Spies Like Us
by Tannis Slezak

Spielberg Succeeds
With Serious Drama

but indeed seemingly rewarded. Unbeknownst to them,
they are to act as decoys for
the real set of spies that are
delivering the plans for a
nuclear warhead. Therein lies
the plot.
Needless to say, the decoys
manage to survive the
obstacles, scantily-clad women
and gunfire which follows
them everywhere they go. The
nuclear warhead that could
destroy the world is ultimately
deployed and it's up to our
heroes to save our planet from
certain extinction.
Perhaps the genuine affection that existed between
Belushi and Aykroyd which
made The Blues Brothers such
a hit might've saved this film.
Unless you're a die-hard fan
of either Chase or Aykroyd,
don't waste your time or
money on this flick.

As part of its popular Jazz
Riddell Series, the University
of Winnipeg Students'
Association will present saxophonist/flutist Lew Tabackin
Jan. 16-18 at the Brittany Inn.
Tabackin, a Philadelphia
native who moved to New
York from Los Angeles in
1982 in order to get back into
the U.S.'s prime area of jazz
activity, has toured Europe,
Japan, Australia and Canada
as leader of a number of jazz
ensembles.
He majored in flute at the
Philadelphia Conservatory of
music, and after performing
military service, launched a
career that has seen him active
in the jazz field for two
decades. He has performed
with the likes of Maynard
Ferguson, Clark Terry, Cab
Calloway, and the Tonight
Show's Doc Severinson. He
also has to his credit a long
association with another jazz
great, Tbshiko Akiyoshi, who
also happens to be his wife. He
toured Japan with the Quincy
Jones Orchestra.
Backing up Tabackin in the
trio will be bassist Jay Anderson and drummer Danny
Richmond, both of whom also

boast an impressive string of
musical credits.
Tickets for the event are
available at the U of W Info
booth and the Brittany Inn, $5
for students in advance and $6
at the door. Non-student price
is $
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catering to your own interests.
This gives you a break from
each . other, and also
something to talk about when
you meet again. And it reduces
feelings that you are always
compromising on what to do
and see.
Encourage frankness in
talking about things that
bother you about your partner. Accept that each of you
may unknowingly irritate the
other with personal habits. As
irrational and petty as those
irritations may seem, talk
about them. Remaining silent
only builds tensions to the
point where they aren't easily
resolved. Even the most considerate person can't change
unless they know what's
wrong.
Above all, look for a traveling companion who is compatible, tolerant, and easy
going, to minimize risks of
long-term problems. Equally
important, you must also
possess those qualities to make
the trip as pleasant as possible
for your companion.
Where do you find traveling
companions?
Friends are probably the
most common source. You
may initially mention early
travel ideas when talking with
friends, and discover interest
soon comes along. Often this
common interest may finally
motivate you from dreaming,
about your trip to making concrete plans.
Unfortunately, traveling
with friends is risky, as it is
difficult to be objective when
assessing the travel compatibility of close friends.
How well do you really know
your friends, their lifestyle or
their travel expectations? How
much time have you spent
together? Have you seen them
at their worst as well as their
best? Are the interests you
have in common at home
enough to sustain you on a
long trip?
Many a close friendship has
been strained or ruined when a
trip together went sour: Consider whether traveling
together is worth the risk of
losing that friendship.
Because extended travel
involves a considerable cornmittment of time and money,
friends are not always

available to take off for long
journeys when you are. Or you
may decide the common bonds
of friendship you have at
home do not necessarily make
you good traveling companions. Fortunately, other
alternatives for finding a companion are available.
You might consider placing
an ad in the companionswanted column of the local
newspaper. Some will scoff at
the idea, and argue, traveling
with someone you know is
more predictable and safer
than traveling with a stranger.
However, this isn't necessarily
true.
For the serious traveler,
advertising is certainly a
legitimate alternative. It probably offers the greatest
degree of objectivity in selecting a companion. It allows
you to interview and screen
different people for compatability and common travel
expectations and interests.
You can even ask for character
references if you have any
doubts. It also permits wider
scope in weighing the pros and
cons of different candidates,
than when considering those
of friends.
Consider that in one
respect, advertising may offer
a no-lose proposition. If
things don't work out on the
trip, you haven't lost a friend.
If things do work out you've
gained one — perhaps for life.
If you do advertise and plan
your trip long in advance,
there should be time to get to
know each other before your
departure. Perhaps take a
short trip together before the
big adventure as a preview.
Another alternative for finding a companion is through
personal contacts. Tell friends
or relatives to let you know if
they hear of anyone planning a
similar trip. Perhaps mention
it to your travel agent or contact local travel, hiking, outdoors clubs, or the local youth
hostel offices. Perhaps circulate a poster with details of
your plans.
This method offers similar
advantages to advertising. An
added bonus is if a candidate
is recommended by someone
you know, this may give you
more confidence in your
choice.

If you have difficulty finding someone who wants to
follow the same itinerary,
don't scrap the trip altogether.
Consider starting out together
and later going separate ways.
On the travel circuit, you soon
find others going in your
direction whom you might
accompany. You and your
original companion may even
agree to meet again later.
Certainly the number and
gender of your traveling companions is a personal decision.
If you plan to do much hitchhiking though, gender and
numbers could make a difference in your travel success.
Two males traveling
together will find it more difficult to get rides than a male
and a female. Two females
will find it even easier. Three
or more traveling companions,
regardless of gender, will find
it difficult, as the size of cars
in most of the world just cannot accommodate so many
passengers and their baggage.
If finding a suitable traveling companion eludes you
altogether don't postpone
your trip. Consider traveling
independently. Admittedly,
this takes a lot of nerve on the
first trip, but you soon find if
you stay in youth hostels and
other traveler accommodations, there are many fine people whom you can meet and
travel with. You may be alone
but you are rarely lonely!
There are many other independent travelers on the circuit.
Actually, you may soon find
you prefer traveling independently. You meet more people
than when you're with someone else, because you are
more approachable. Others
are more likely to talk to you
when they see you are alone.
And you take more opportunities to initiate conversations with others too.
Many seasoned travelers
prefer traveling alone for these
reasons. There is less cornpromise required which is
more compatible with the
independence and selfsufficiency travel breeds.
Regardless of whether you
decide to travel alone, or with
a companion, be sure to give it
a lot of thought beforehand to
make the most of your trip.
Happy trails.

What's Up?
It was time to write the regular "What's Up?" column, so I popped in to see my ol' buddy Steve in the
programming department, and I asked him the
inevitable question: What's Up, Steve? His
Answer: Nothing. I told him that this kind of
response really bugs me, and suddently his beady little
eyes sort of lit up, and he told me that there IS
something coming up after all, and he was glad I had
said that his answer bugged me. So anyway, here's
what's up, and I hope it bugs you, too:
Wednesday, January 22 — Bug Day — a chance
for RRCC students to sound off and let the
Students' Association know what bugs them.
There will be booths set up at various places
around the college where you can pick up a form,
fill it out, and let the world know what really
steams you about life at RRCC — parking, food,
heating (or lack thereof), instructors, the LRC,
CMOR, or even (God forbid) The Projector. If it
bugs you, this is your chance to sound off! I don't
know if Steve Maitland intends to DO anything
about your complaints, but it's supposedly really
healthy to get these things off your chest.
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Tips for your Big Trip
companions. This constant
by Glenn Merritt
Man, being the social togetherness in itself can
animal he is, leads most people create problems, and reinto associate travel and forces the need for careful
holidays with shared adven- consideration being given to
tures between spouses, lovers choosing travel mates.
One pitfall is you can soon
or friends. The fun of two
weeks in the sun or on the run out of things to talk
slopes seems synonymous with about. After all, you are seeing and experiencing the world
sharing the experience.
But, even on short trips, together, leaving little to
you've likely encountered discuss other than your
some tensions with your impressions of those common
travelling companion, due to experiences. Once you exhaust
the strain of unfamiliar sur- your life story within the first
roundings, individual interests couple of weeks of the trip,
and disrupted personal you have little new to tell later
routines. However, we usually on.
Each person also has their
try to grin and bear it realizing
it's only for a week or two. own interests which may bore
Why risk spoiling a good time the other partner. Often, you
find yourself making cornand a friendship?
Travelers planning longer promises to your partner's
adventures, especially their interests in terms of what to do
first, often have a greater or see. Over time, these comdesire to share the experience promises can create tensions as
— even if only to bolster their you start to think you're comcourage to do the unconven- promising more than your
tional. The prospect of ventur- partner.
Personal habits can be
ing into the unknown for long
periods seems more reassuring another source of grievance.
when a familiar face comes Whether it is time wasted
along.
when one partner always
Many don't realize that sleeps late, or your companion
chosing someone too share always humming the same
their adventure can be one of tune, or differences in
the most crucial decisions they preference for shared meals
will face. The outcome could you prepare, these small things
mean the difference between a you feel foolish about menlong-remembered dream and a tioning can annoy you most.
soon-to-be-forgotten
A few tips before you leave
nightmare. The little tensions could save a lot of grief later
that can plague a short trip can on. You'll notice a common
grow into much larger pro- element in each suggestion
blems when extended over concerns communication.
longer periods, and these are
Your travel planning should
not easily overlooked.
include discussions about each
Not surprisingly, because partner's expectations for
extended travel is unlike traveling, and of a compaanything most have experienc- nion. If you know beforehand
ed before, anticipating poten- what to expect you won't be
tial interpersonal problems is surprised at the outcome, and
difficult until you encounter can decide whether that person
them on the road. Unfor- is the right one for you. Can
tunately, this inexperience one partner who wants a
often leads to little considera- cultural and educational
tion being given to selecting a experience co-exist with the
companion at the outset.
other who wants to party all
Prolonged travel can put the time? Only you can decide.
two (or more) people in closer
Don't expect to do
proximity for longer periods everything together. Travelers
than they would ever exper- should exercise some indepenience at home. Even married dence in doing their own thing
couples, unless they work to make the trip interesting,
together — or are unemployed and traveling together
together — see less of each tolerable. Plan some indepenother than many traveling dent activities along the way,
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Youth Business Start :Business and financial
advice for young Manitobans
by Heather Leask
Dressed in a top hat and
tails, Don Poitras, 21, walks
up to a house and rings the
doorbell. After chatting with
the owner for a few minutes,
he takes his equipment up to
the roof of the house and, as
owner of Mary Poppins
Chimney Sweep, starts doing
what he's in business to do,
clean chimneys.
On the other side of town,
Rene Granger, owner and
operator of Granger Graphix,
packages some posters for
pickup by a client. Then the
21-year-old prepares his work
area for his next job, screen
printing the logo on the local
pee wee hockey league's
uniforms.
At Tom Stand, a greenhouse and vegetable stand
operation, part owner, Janice
Trick, 23, is taking a phone
order for beefsteak tomatoes.
Her partner, 24-year-old
Rheal Cenerini is busy showing a summer worker how to
transplant a fern.
At Arrow Specialites, Mike
Logan, 23-year-old owner and
operator of the new company,
is talking to a client about the
different ways of promoting a
business. When the client
leaves the store, Mike has an
order for 200 pens embossed
with the name of his client's
company.
Although these situations
seem unrelated, all of the
entrepreneurs described have
at least one thing in common.
All are participants in the
Youth Business Start program, initiated by the
Manitoba government last fall
under the Manitoba Jobs
Fund.
Youth Business Start offers
business advice and financial
assistance to Manitobans 18 to

Under the terms of the program, each approved applicant is partially reimbursed for
expenses up to a maximum of
$4,000. Two applicants per
business are eligible to apply,
up to a maximum reimbursement of $8,000.
Following the orientation
process, an advisory board
made up of reprentatives from
business and government
asesses the viability of each application and makes recommendations for funding.
Business training provided
through the program consists
of a two-day seminar, a
30-hour course and 14 hours
of on-site consultation. The
business consultation is provided through Consulting
Assistance for Small Enterprises (C.A.S.E.) a service of
Manitoba Business and
Development. Out of town
applicants can take the
30-hour business course by
correspondence.
The young entrepreneurs
involved with Youth Business
Start seem to have different
feelings about the business
training aspect of the program
than Fox does.
Major complaints about the
30-hour business course were
its timing and content.
Janice Trick, part owner of
Tom Stand, a greenhouse and
vegetable stand operation at
2864 St. Mary's Rd., said she
and her partner Rheal
Cenerini managed to "squirm
out of the business course"
last spring during their busy
season. Now that she and
Rheal are taking the course she
admits they aren't getting
much out of it.
"A lot of times we're just
putting in time but it's worth it
for the money."
For Mike Logan, taking the
management business courses
he took meant taking time off

work. Because his advertising
specialty business, Arrow
Specialties on 1810 Ellice
Ave., is a one-man operation,
taking time off work meant
losing business.
Although an accounting
course was offered on Saturdays, it was cancelled because
not enough people signed up
for it. The C.A.S.E. part of
the Business Start program
worked out well for Mike,
however. His consultant has
previous experience in a
business much like Arrow
Specialties.
Rene Granger owner of
Granger Graphix on 14 Covent Rd., had two words to
describe the marketing course
he took — "pretty boring".
He added, however, that he
probably wouldn't have been
able to start his business
without the money available
through the Business Start
Program.
Don Poitras, owner of Mary
Poppins Chimney Sweep on
993 Redwood Ave., said that
although he hadn't taken the
30-hour business course yet,
he was impressed with the twoday workshop and the 14-hour
C.A.S.E. portion of the program.
"The consultant I have
specializes in bookkeeping, so
I get fourteen free hours of
service and also advice for
when I'm on my own."
Most of the 71 businesses
that started as a result of the
pilot project Youth Business
Start last year are on their own
now. Each business goes
through a six month probation
period after receiving final
reimbursement. After that all
ties with the program are
severed.
The only other complaint
about Youth Business Start is
raised by people who are not
involved in the program.

Some question, whether
jobs are being taken away
from established companies as
a result of Youth Business
Start and similar government
funded business programs.
Fox and other people directly involved with the program
disagree.
As one entrepreneur involved in the program put it, "The
$4,000 really only pays our
rent and other start up costs
for a limited period of time.
The free business course and
consultation hopefully gets us
off on the right track so we
stay in business and don't
make mistakes. I don't think
we're taking jobs away from
others. This program is
creating jobs, both for us and
the people we hire."
Fox adds that 50 per cent of
the new businesses that started
as a result of the program last
year were from rural
Manitoba. Although the high
number was unexpected, Fox
says it makes sense. Businesses
have traditionally had a hard
time starting up in rural areas.
The extra funding and
business advice gives a new
business a fighting chance to
survive.
So far, Fox says, all of the
businesses started as a result of
the program during its first
cycle are still in operation and
as Janice Trick puts it, "are
heading upwards".
For the chimney sweep,
upholsterer, ceramic instructor, greenhouse operator,
house painter, landscaper,
screen printer, advertising
specialist, automotive
mechanic, pet shop owner,
stain glass artist — all the
young Manitobans who are
willing and able to contribute
to the province's economic
growth — "upwards" is a
direction they're quite happy
to be going in.

. . . And A Pink
Flamingo In A Pear Tree
by Sally Solomon

Santa looks for good little boys and girls at Xmas Beer Bash.

24 years of age who are
interested in starting their own
business. As a result of the
program, 90 young
Manitobans developed 71 new
businesses in the last year.
Nineteen of the businesses
developed were partnerships.
This month, the Manitoba
government announced that it
has budgeted another
$400,000 for Business Start in
1985-86.
To qualify for the program,
the same conditions as last
year apply: businesses must be
based in Manitoba, and be
owned and operated by the
applicant on a full-time, year
round basis. Businesses
already in operation can not
take part in the program.
"The funding works on a
two-thirds basis, " explains
Mary Fox, employed by the
Department of Employment
and Economic Services to
oversee the program. "If you
submit $1,500 as your
expenses you are reimbursed
$1000."
If they prefer, applicants
can be reimbursed in two
installments of $2,000 each.
All amounts are doubled for
business partnerships.
Fox stresses that although
the financial assistance from
the Jobs Fund is important to
get the new companies started,
the business training offered
as a part of the program is just
as important.
She points out that one of
the main functions of the program is to help the new companies avoid the pitfalls of
starting up a new business.
Before being accepted into
the program, each applicant
must attend a half-day orientation to discuss the application and program regulations.
During this orientation,
applicants learn how to make
up cash flow projections.

A partridge in a pear tree is
hard to find any time of year,
so this Christmas, one pink
flamingo did the honors for a
Portage La Prairie man.
Gordon McDermid was surprised to find the bird waiting
for him at his office at Canadian Forces Base Portage La
Prairie on Dec. 13.
"I thought it. was a gag from
one of the guys at work," said
the 51 year-old graphic artist.
McDermid often joked around
about buying a lawn full of
pink flamingos.
"But then I started to
wonder who had sent it when I
saw a copy of the Twelve Days
of Christmas attached to the
bird."
The next day McDermid
dropped what he was doing
when the mail room sent word

of another package. He raced
over to find two pairs of
mismatched socks and one
pink flamingo.
Day three found three
chocolate covered cherries,
two more pairs of mismatched
socks, and one pink flamingo.
By the sixth day, the steady
stream of gifts were the talk of
the office. "We all started
looking forward to the next
package," says McDermid.
The last gift arrived on
December 24. It held twelve
deli sausages, eleven candy
canes, ten Christmas oranges,
nine cans of malt beer, eight
Mohawk gas coupons, seven
miscellaneous items, six
Christmas cookies, five packs
of breathmints, four cans of
Campbells soup, three
chocolate covered cherries,

two pairs of mismatched
socks, and last but not least,
one pink flamingo.
A card from wife, Nora,
accompanied the last package.
McDermid had guessed it was
her all along, but it still baffled him that no one saw or
heard the delivery person.
"I had inside help," says
Nora. "A lot of family and
friends took turns delivering
the presents to keep it a
mystery."
Three sons, three daughters,
and 11 grandchildren had all
managed to keep the secret for
12 whole days.
McDermid loved all the
presents, but his eyes grew
misty as he thought about the
one that meant the most.
"All the love and care my
family showed in doing this, is
the best gift of all."
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Textbook Prices
On The Rise
by James Timlick

Crimes of
Fashion
by Raman Job
In the '50s it was poodleskirts and bobby-socks; the
'60s brought us Twiggy and
the mini; the '70s, hot-pants
and the pant suit. It seems the
world of women's fashion
goes through major upheavals
every decade or so.
Now, midway through the
'80s, anything goes. A walk
down any campus corridor
reveals a staggering array of
colorful clothing and coiffures. Just who are today's
stylish young sirens? Well,
most are tireless devotees of
the "fashion statement". The
ten presented here are living
proof that there are still some
mavericks among the ranks of
Revlon and Maybelline.
LILAS LIPGLOSS: Lilas
assures us that her sultry shimmer comes from her collection
of grape, cherry, Dr. Pepper,
and 7-UP flavoured gloss.
Those in the know, however,
attribute it to leftover chicken
fat from daily samplings of the
Colonel's best.
NANCY NOSE-JEWEL:
Nancy's a really nice gal. But
being a slave to fashion has
left her with a perforated sniffer. People who have actually
seen her blow her nose sans
jewel say the resulting stream
can outdistance that of any
good bottle of Squeeze
Parkay.
IONA ROLEX: First
impressions are everything for
this label-conscious lovely.
Iona has more signatures on
her clothes than on the cast she
earned herself while skiing
Sugar Hills. Part of her morning ritual includes the application of a turkey-baster full of
Giorgio to the neck and wrists.
MARY MOHAWK: No,
that's not dandruff you see in
Mary's hair; it's leftover white
latex. You see, Mary's unique
hairstyle came in kind of handy last summer when she got
on as a full-time line-painter
with the Manitoba Depart-

ment of Highways. Now that
she's in school, her Iroquoiscut is once again proving its
practicality in her new parttime position, interior domelight duster for Holiday
Chevrolet.
BETTY BETCHA-CAN'TSEE-MY-FACE-FOR-MYBANGS: Betty draws her
hairstyle inspirations from
watching old Adams Family
reruns. Remember "Cousin
It"?
TERESA TROWEL: Terry
goes in for the, "Is that a
human behind the make-up
counter?" look. Items arranged around her vanity mirror
include deluxe day-glo paint
pots, monogrammed puttyknives, and an economy-size
box of Poly Filla.
ANGIE ANGORA: Angie
is R.R.C.C.'s affectionate
carpet-shock queen. She has
the largest collection of fuzzy,
static-filled sweaters in the
city. Ground yourselves before
hugging this one guys.
MARGORIE MIX-NMATCH: Marge takes a
Lauperesque approach to
fashion. She roots out an
incredible variety of accessories from thrift stores,
garage sales, the electrical
department at Beaver Lumber,
and her little brother's Lego
set. Love those C-clamp earings Marge.
SUZANNE SLUMMER:
Seeing Suzy, you'd never guess
that her parents are loaded.
Not at all given to here-todaygone-tomorrow fads in
clothing, she says she feels
"more comfortable" dressed
in her habitual painter's helper
outfit.
PATRICIA PLAID: Exposure to Patty's kaleidoscopic
colors has been known to
cause severe disorientation
and seizures in laboratory
mice. Count the number of
times she wears a solid color
next month. One hand will do.

For students already preparing their school budget for
next year, it would be wise to
add a little more money for
purchasing textbooks than
they had planned to.
Ron Westcott, a sales
representative for GINN and
Co., and spokesmen from
three other textbook companies, said that price
increases for books are now
almost a yearly occurence, and
next year will be no exception.
Richard Dixon, Regional
Manager in Western Canada
for Collier MacMillan, agreed
with Wescott's suggestion and
cited several reasons for the
increases.
"You know you have to
think of a lot of things (when
considering price increases),"
he said. "You have to think of
the cost of acquiring the rights
to certain material, travel costs
of representatives, salaries,
and production."
Dixon, along with Marvin
Koski of Holt Reinhart, said
promotion is also a larger
expense now for companies
than it once was. Besides
travel, companies are more
conscious now of the number
of complimentary copies
being given out to schools.
Text price increases can also
be traced to declining
enrollments. Eph Bergman, a
sales represenative for Gage in
Manitoba, said, "Schools are
not ordering as much as they
used to." And school budgets
aren't being increased that
much and schools just can't
get as much for their dollar as
they used to, he said.

Because less copies of books
are now needed, companies
have to charge more to get the
same return they did before.
Something now that has
much less of an affect on textbook prices is the cost of buying American editions.
Previously, material wasn't
always available in Canadian
edition texts, so American editions were purchased instead.
But now, less and less
American texts are being
imported for several reasons.
One is that the Dept. of
Education is requiring schools
to look for Canadian books
for the information they need
before turning to imported
editions. And of course, the
American dollar also has some
influence on the importing of
American texts.
Wescott, of GINN and Co.,
said there was also another
reason for fewer American
edition texts being brought
into Canada.
"There's a limited number
of American programs that
are useable here. In some
areas, like Language Arts, we
seem to be ahead of the
Americans," he said.
Marvin Koski also agreed
that less American texts are
being used in this country.
"Its almost impossible to
sell American textbooks in
Canada, except maybe in
universities," he said. "And
the situation has become more
pronounced in the past five or
six years.
When asked if free trade
with the U.S. might have any
affect on this situation, all the

representatives said they
thought it would have little
affect.
"I think it's a hell of a lot of
hype (free trade). I'm not
afraid of free trade in the
publishing business," Koski
said.
All four representatives also
agreed they couldn't see any
major changes being made in
the textbook publishing industry in the immediate
future.
Westcott said he could see
his company gearing more
towards computer oriented
students and instructors than
they had previously, and
becoming more involved in
French immersion programs.
Bergman said he thought
textbook companies might
place less emphasis on Arts
and Music texts in the future.
Koshi said he could foresee
more offshore publishing
being done. Companies would
get ideas and rights here in
Canada, then print the books
in Japan.
And Dixon predicted that
competition between text book
companies might become even
stronger than it already is.
Going into the new year,
there is some good news for
students. Koski said that
increases generally don't
exceed the cost of living by
much. He said he can't see
prices going up by more then
eight or nine percent at most,
and added increases next year
shouldn't even be that high.
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Sports
Rebels Rock U.S.A.
by Bruce Benson
What do you call a hockey
team with a 15-1-0 record?
You call it a winner and that's
what the Red River Rebels are.
The Rebels hold this record in
the Midwest International
College Hockey League.
Their most recent victories
were two games played against
North Dakota State University
Lumberjacks, in Bottineau,
North Dakota. The games
were played last Friday at 8:00
p.m. and Saturday at 1:00
p.m. Judging by the first
game, their record is hard to
believe, but in the second
game they showed their true
colors.
In the first game the Rebels
chalked up 20 minutes in
penalties in the first period
alone, and were down 2-1
when the buzzer rang. Coach
Doug Stokes raked the boys
over the coals betweenperiods
and they came out of the
dressing room with a different
attitude.
On the bus to Bottineau
Stokes said, "A loss might be
good in that it'll bring us down
to earth." The team was certainly on the ground when
they returned to the ice for the
second period.

The Rebels dominated the
play and ended the second
period up 5-4.
The third period was much
like the first. Having regained
control of the game with two
quick goals, they relaxed their
discipline. Despite this lack of
control the game ended 9-5 for
the Rebels.
There were two injuries in
that first game. Goalie, Eric
Matthies strained muscles in
his lower back in the second
period and was replaced in net
by Keith "Gibber" Gibson.
Defenceman Glen "Holmsie"
Holms strained muscles in his
upper back. Holms didn't
dress for the next game. Matthies dressed but didn't play.
The second game was as different from the first as night is
from day. The sloppiness of
the day before was absent.
There was discipline in abundance. Penalties were down
and the Rebels soundly
trounced the Lumberjacks.
At the end of the first period
it was 5-1 Rebels. Going into
the third it was 12-1. The
Rebels were in such control
that coach Gary Warren of the
Lumerjacks asked that the
third period be played running

time, so as to end the game
quicker.
"Sometimes you have to put
your head above your heart
and ask yourself 'what are the
chances of making a comeback'," said Warren.
When the horn blew for the
last time, it was 15-2 Rebels.
The Red River Athletes had
shown their superiority as a
disciplined hockey team and it
was easy to conclude that 15
days off the ice due to
Christmas holidays was partially, if not wholly, responsible for the dismal performance
of both teams in the first
game.
Head referee in the second
game, Barry Lee, said "You
gotta give credit where credit's
due. Red River is one helluva
club. They're very disciplined.
It was a joy to referee."
Captain of the Lumberjacks, Kevin Radmacher, said
after the game "They've got a
lot of talent on that team."
Radmacher also said some of
his teammates were
intimidated by the Rebels
because of the roughness in
the first game.
The Rebels are certainly a
talented team. Perhaps one of

their greatest assets is their
ability to get along with each
other and their coaches.
"These guys treat each
other like brothers," says
coach Stokes. "Every guy
likes every other guy."
Stokes plays a large role in
this camaraderie. When not
actively involved coaching a
game, he deals with the players
on their level. However, during games, the players respect
his authority as absolute. It's
the perfect relationship between coach and players. The
coach can share in the lives of
the players off the ice, and
command respect during a
game.
Stokes does not impose
curfews on his players because
he doesn't believe they would
necessarily improve the performance of the team. His attitude is since his team is winning, and off-the-ice activities
like parties, etc., seem to bring
the players closer together,
there is no need for curfews.
The Rebels don't lack for
heart either on or off the ice.
They're a boisterous, enthusiastic, fun-loving bunch.
There was a group of six or
seven youngsters cheering for

Red River. Several players
gave hockey sticks to these
kids, who were three to 12
years old. Stokes got the team
to sign one stick, which he
presented to a three year old
fan.
This team is destined for the
Canadian College Athletic
Association's National
Hockey tournament to be held
in Kamloops, B.C., March
18-25 of this year.
"What we need is competition," says Stokes. "These
teams we're playing are not
giving us enough. It could hurt
us when we're in Kamloops."
Stokes has been trying to get
a game lined up with the
University of Manitoba team
but so far has not been successful.
The Red River Rebels will
play the Lumberjacks again on
January 10 at 7:30 p.m., and
January 11 at 12:30 p.m.; both
at the Pioneer Arena, 799
Logan Avenue. The price of
admittance at these games is
$2.50 for adults and $1.00 for
seniors. Children under 12 are
free. An attempt is being made
to have a special rate of $1.00
for students of RRCC who
produce a student card.

College B-Ball Worth Watching
by Bruce Benson
Anyone looking for a good

I
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with a Men's or Ladies cut
and style from Red River's
Hairstyling department
and with a classy price of
just $2.t° for a cut and style
Appointments are Preferred
We are now open for business
in room AB 21 (near the South Gym)
-

. . . because our
students bridge all
barriers to make you
look sensational.

game of basketball needn't go
to L.A. to watch the Lakers.
There's excellent B-ball happening right at Red River with
scores rivalling NBA games.
The tournament at RRCC
on December 13 & 14, turned
out to be sheer delight. The
eight teams, four men's and
four women's, provided ample
entertainment for any basketball enthusiast.
The four women's teams
involved were: the Rebels;
Rainy River Community College from International Falls,
Minnesota; Northland Community College from Thief
River Falls, Minnesota; and
the Red River Lights, which is
a collection of ex-Rebels.
The scores in the womens
round robin were as follows:
Rebels 51, Rainy River 40;
Northland 58, Lights 25; Northland 65, Rainy River 40;
Rebels 42, Lights 30; Lights
50, Rainy River 44; Northland
53, Rebels 46.
The four mens teams in the
tournament were: the Rebels,
Northland, Assiniboine Community College from Brandon, and Club 10 (a senior
mens league team from Winnipeg).
The results of the mens
games were: Northland 97,
Assiniboine 72; Club Ten 97,
Rebels 69; Northland 79,
Rebels 45; Club Ten 99,
Assiniboine 78; Assiniboine
81, Rebels 65; Northland 98,
Club Ten 84.
As the scores indicate, our

womens team won two of their
three games to place second,
beaten only by the Northland
team. The girls played extremely well but could have
benefitted from the effects of
valium. They were a nervous
lot in their game against Northland and were shooting and
passing the ball hastily. It cost
them.
The men's team from
RRCC didn't fare quite as well
as the women's. They lost all
three of their games but
nonetheless, managed to give a
good showing of quality
basketball to the five or six
fans present.
Northland won all three of
their games playing basketball
unlike anything I've seen live.
Their closest competitors,
Club 10, fell victim to Northland despite being up 57 to
50 at half-time. Both teams
were leaders by eight or more
points at several times. The
pep talk coach Chet Engelman
must have given the Northland
boys at half time seemed to
tighten up their game and calm
their emotions which had
begun to run high.
Northland College has only
500 students full-time and no
scholarship program to attract
athletes which makes the
strength of its team surprising.
Engelman said this is the best
team he has ever had, and added that ten years ago, his team
was ninth in the U.S. for small
colleges. He's hoping to place
better this year, and considering their performance here in
Canada, where the ball is

larger, and several rules
unfamiliar, it seems likely.
Unfortunately for Northland, one of their best
players was injured in their
second game. Steve Johnson
injured his knee going up for a
layup. His leg was immediately put in a cast and he required
medical follow-up and surgery
when he got home.
"He's the best athlete we've
got and now he's out till at
least February. This really
hurt us, " said coach
Engelman, pointing at
Johnson who was on the
bench.
Though Northland and
Club 10 had the real hot-shot
basketball players, some of the
losing teams had stars as well.
Carrie Leseman from Rainy
River averaged more than 21
points a game despite her team
never reaching the 45 mark
throughout the tournament.
Mike Thomas, from Assiniboine averaged over 30 points
a game and was the driving
force on his team.
Rebels', Joe Lumarque,
played excellent B-ball setting
up plays and bringing the ball
down the court. At 5 ft. 0
inches, he was the shortest
player in the tournament, but
one of the most effective
guards.
The tournament was fast
paced and exciting. Several
games were closely matched
and provided quite a show. I
would hope a bigger crowd
comes out to the next one
because it's damn good free
entertainment.
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Christianity City League
On The Ice Faces Problems
by Annette Martin
Hockey — a sport reputed
for its physical, often violent
nature breeds men who thump
each other against the boards,
then go home to thump their
Bibles.
People pay $15, $16, $17 to
chomp on popcorn and paste
their eyes on the puck. They
hope for a goal scored, a few
slashing, tripping, holding,
boarding calls, some heavy
checking and perhaps even a
fight or two. Blood can draw
this crowd into hysterics. Fans
go home satisfied they have
participated in the action.
Some of the heroes whom
they worship have records for
majors and misconducts
longer than any hardened
criminal. One has to wonder
how these gladiators of ice
hockey can also be apostles of
the Lord.
Confronted with this question, Laurie Boschman smiles.
His swollen lip rises somewhat
to reveal a gap where a tooth
should have been. "As a
Christian I believe God has
given me the ability to play
hockey. If God wants me out
of hockey, I wouldn't be good
enough or he'll take me out."
Doug Smail is not perplexed
by the irony of hockey and
Christianity. Fights are not
premeditated he explains.
They are spur-of-the-moment
emotions. "That's the beauty
of it, (Christianity) — hunmans aren't perfect but they
are forgiven."
Smail become a Christian at
the age of 19. "I drank an
awful lot," he says. "I was out
for what I could get from life.
Basically, I was a very selfish
person. What God did for me
really softened my heart."
Dan Bouchard quickly
points out that in I Corinthians, 9:24-27, God
acknowledges the athlete, be
he a runner or a boxer.
However, unlike Smail and
Boschman, he doesn't justify
the fighting. The talent the
Lord has given him and the
other players must be
respected. "lf a guy slashes me
— I just let it be."
Bouchard lurches forward
off the bench onto his knees
and paws a roll of tape that
has escaped his clutches.
"Don't try to revenge
yourself. You forget about the
real job — which is stopping
pucks."
These are the players who
make up the Jets' God Squad.
Each says he has a need for
something better in his life,
and finds it in the Bible.
"You reap what you sow,
you know," says Bouchard.
Until six years ago the Jets'
goalie was sowing nothing but
rocks and, "I ended up
building quite the brick wall
around me."
Despite many material
possessions, and his family, he
lived in this cave he had built
for himself which, he says,
was black, pitch black, as if it
were filled with black liquid.
"I was so down."
One day, at his wife's
insistence, Bouchard opened
the Bible and began reading
Proverbs. "There I was, just
like lookin' in the mirror —
the fool that lives apart from
God big-mouthed and

slandering."
That's when God entered
his life.
Bouchard stops threading
the string through his knee
pads momentarily, leans forward — a burly man beneath
mounds of pads — and
admits, "Actually it was quite
a miracle for me to change".
Out in the hallway, the Jets
are padding by, clad in long
johns, clutching their hockey
sticks. A few poke a curious
head into the locker room
where Boschman is intent
upon delivering his message.
The Jet's forward stops trying
to yank the sock over his blue
sweats and explains, "Being a
born-again is not a Sunday to
Sunday thing — it's a daily
thing. It's not just going to
church. It's also having a personal relationship with God."
Smail, also a born-again
Christian, says, "You can go
to a garage and you're not a
car. You can go to church and
you're not a Christian."
Life, he describes as a lesson
in humbleness. "You might
lose a game. But there's a
blessing in it. The Lord lets
things happen so we realize
he's in charge."
The powerful body rises,
shoves the helmet under his
arm, and is gone.
The "boys in blue" file out
for their practice. The bashing
of pucks against the boards
thunders through the arena.

by Lucy Drapala
The Greater Winnipeg
Men's Basketball League is
halfway through its seventh
successful season, but the
league is not without
dissatisfaction among the
sports participants.
Steve Kuzbyt fulfills the
duties of coach and player on
Team Coke in the second division of the league. The 15-man
team is sponsored by CocaCola of Beverage Services Ltd.
The company provides free
uniforms to the players and
pays the league fees of $850
for one year.
"We're lucky that Coke
sponsors our team and pays
the league fees. Other teams
can't get sponsored and can't
afford the high fees needed to
enter the league," said Kuzbyt.
Kuzbyt said that league fees
are too high, and could be
lowered if the school board
and school divisions got
together on the issue of gym
rental.
"Many school gyms aren't
being used on evenings and
Sundays when we play. I can
see the schools charging if they
had people waiting to use the
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gyms, but nobody is knocking
at the door to use them", Kuzbyt said.
Jerry Shuster, president of
the league, said that 70 010 of
the league fees go toward fees
for referees, score keeping,
administration, and paperwork, with the remainder going toward gym rentals.
"A single game can cost
over $60. Two referees each
get paid $25, and scorekeepers
are paid $6 each," said
Shuster.
Gerry Haines plays for the
Skillcraft War Gods in division five, and says he is not
satisfied with the quality of the
refereeing in the league.
"The refereeing is very
inconsistent. We don't know
what to expect from game to
game," Haines said.
Skillcraft sponsors the team
by providing free uniforms,
but the team had to pay its
own entry fees of $65 per
player. Some of the costs to
enter the league were offset by
a Bartender's Delight raffle,
organized by the league.
"The quality of the refereeing doesn't warrant the cost
we have to pay to enter the
league," Haines said.

The War Gods have a winloss record of two and four
this far into the season. The
team plays among eight other
teams in the division in a
season that covers 20 games
from October to April.
Team Coke plays as part of
10 teams in the second division. Their win-loss record is
four and two.
Kuzbyt said he is angered by
the lack of media coverage for
the league.
"We phone our scores into
the paper, but they don't print
them. The Free Press would
rather print English soccer and
cricket scores than community
sports," Kuzbyt said.
Kuzbyt added that the Winnipeg Sun did print the standing of the league once a
week.
The league's first season
began in 1979-80 when a group
of smaller local leagues joined
to form the present Greater
Winnipeg Men's Basketball
League. Sixty-nine teams play
in eight divisions that are
ranked according to the team's
quality. The season ends with
a provincial tournament held
after the regular season ends in
April.
First Aid must be given
immediately to save a
casualty of electric shock.
Learn how in a Red Cross
First Aid class Call now
and be ready.

The Canadian
Red Cross Society

time
a
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when you are a
RED CROSS
Blood Donor
* *

*
* * * * *
We regret that there is no
schedules of games to be
played in this issue of The Projector. The various leagues involved had not distributed
schedules by press time. The
schedules and results of games
played in '86 will be available
in the next Projector.
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However, we do know there 111
is a badminton tournament at
the Wildewood Club, 761
North Drive in Fort Garry, on
the weekend of January 17.
The Rebel women's varsity
basketball team plays the Red
River Lights on Wednesday,
January 15 at 7:00 p.m. in the
North gym.

a

Sincerly,
Bruce Benson
Sports Editor

a
a

An Athletic Therapy Level I Clinic
will be held on January 19, 1985 at RRCC.
The Clinic will cover areas such as injury prevention, fitness for sport, treatment of common
injuries and an athletic taping practicum. The
Level I is also a prerequisite to Level II which we
hope to offer sometime in the new year.
The Clinic will be eight hours in duration, and
the fee is $15.00, the fee will include an excellent
Level I manual, all supplies and upon successful
completion, a Level I Certificate issued by the
Manitoba Sports Directorate.
The course will be instructed by Rob Young,
Certified Athletic Therapist. Minimum enrollment for this clinic will be 15, maximum will be
20 persons. The course is being offered to
students and staff members of the College, outsiders will be allowed to register only if there are
openings.
To register please contact:
Rob Young
Mezzanine Floor, North Gym
Ph. 632-2385.
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Local Business
Gambles On
Indoor Soccer
by Bill Macdonald
'He shoots, he scores', is
being heard again all over
Winnipeg. But this winter the
familiar refrain is being heard
not only in hockey rinks. The
Winnipeg Indoor Soccer
League is in full swing and
over 500 players are honing
their soccer skills inside this
season.
Twelve Winnipeg investors
are hoping the sport will catch
on.
Sportsplex Ventures Inc., a
profit-seeking company, has
renovated a warehouse to act
as home for the Winnipeg
Indoor Association, a nonpro fit company. Twelve
shareholders spent about
$250,000 on the conversion,
says Sportsplex president
George Carberry.
John Gottli, a Winnipeg
lawyer, originally approached
Carberry with the indoor idea
and is involved extensively in
the project.
The warehouse, at 55 Duncan St., used to house Eaton's
merchandise and farm implements. It was purchased in July, 1984, and converted to a
soccer facility by Sportsplex.
The building, located in Winnipeg's warehouse district, has
a sheet metal exterior, and the
inside resembles a small
hockey or curling rink. There
is a concession area, changing
rooms, showers, and stands
along-side the playing area.
Boards surround the painted
concrete playing surface much
like a hockey arena. The
second floor is to house a
lounge called the Penalty
Spot. Artificial turf is also in
Sportsplex Venture's long
term plans.
The indoor game involves a
number of special rules. The
teams only play six people at a
time, and change after two or
three minutes, much like
hockey. The play is blown
dead if the ball goes higher
than eight feet. No players are
allowed in a circular goal
crease except the goalie, and
corner kicks are taken from a

blue line away from the goal
line area. Two minute
penalties are handed out for
major infractions.
There are 37 teams playing
in the Winnipeg Indoor
Association with 15 players on
a team. Twenty-four teams
play in three senior divisions.
There is also 18 and under,
and 13 and under divisions.
Some of the senior indoor
teams have a long outdoor
soccer history, such as United
Weston. A number of senior
teams such as Portuguese,
Germania and Sokol, are playing both indoor and outdoor
soccer. Other teams like the
Old Stars, Health Sciences
Centre, and the Mennos, made
up of Mennonite players, are
new on the local soccer scene.
Dan Pakovick, a player who
helps operate the complex,
says some teams, like Portuguese, draw a lot of fans at a
dollar a head. However, at
many games there are more
players than spectators.
George Carberry admits the
indoor soccer venture is a
gamble. "There's never been a
steady rise in soccer in North
America. It comes in spurts
and catches interest occasionally," says Carberry.
"We're hoping Canada
being in the World Cup will
help create more interest. The
only pro league in the States is
indoor, not outdoor."
The complex is usually empty during the day, so Sportsplex is approaching Winnipeg
schools about possible use of
the facility. They are also
approaching groups that work
shifts, such as hotel, police,
and fireman associations, to
increase useage. The building
can be rented for $25 an hour.
"We're also trying for co-ed
and women's soccer," says
Carberry. "Women from as
far as Portage La Prairie sent
in money, but we didn't have
enough in each age group."
Winnipeg's indoor complex
is open during the day on
weekends and most weekday
evenings.

The Promise: This Year,
For Sure . . . Again.
by Mireille Dacquay
Every year people pile up
New Year's resolutions like so
many mounds of mashed
potatoes, turkey and gravy,
then top the feast of good
intentions with one last olive
— the promise to get in shape.
It is best to start on an exercise program as soon as possible, especially if you've
indulged in any extra goodies
with just that promise in mind.
As a student, you may be prone to grabbing for munchies
while studying. Add on entire
days of sitting in a classroom
and you may find yourself in
need of some serious exercise.
If your timetable and wallet
can't accommodate the more
expensive spa scene, then all
the more reason to take advantage of the great facilities right
here at Red River College.
With two gyms, two weight
lifting areas and an indoor
running track, there is usually
more than enough room for
anyone who is interested in
working out. A wide range of
equipment is available to any
student or staff member upon
presentation of their identification card. You can even
get a towel and take a shower
at school. The only thing missing is you.
Working out helps to keep
off weight but fitness is not
measured only in terms of
waist size. Apart from stamina
and health improvement,
keeping fit has other benefits.
Physical education instructor
Jack Kaplan says, "a physically active student is a better student academically." He explains that such a person will
generally have a greater

capacity for handling stress
and fatigue.
When asked about physical
fitness many students merely
shrugged with indifference.
Some students, on the other
hand, could have gone on
forever with a detailed description of their latest running
high. Overall, most people admit they would like to be more
active but have trouble getting
going.
Those who are more active
say that often the first step is
going to the gym rather than
the coffee room when a spare
half hour turns up now and
then. Another word of advice
is to start off with a friend.
The buddy system really
works. Doing something you
think of as fun is an important
consideration.
People start working out for
a lot of different reasons but
most of the students who have
kept it up for a while agree
that a sense of personal
satisfaction quickly becomes
another real plus.
Kevin Jesmer, a student of
chemical technology, says that
he enjoys his workout for the
relaxation it gives him in addition to the health benefits.
Kevin does admit that running
10 miles a week as well as
doing Tae Kwon Do is easier
for part-time students like
himself than for someone with
a full course load.
Ernie Jacobson, a part-time
nursing student, describes
himself as a veteran of
physical fitness. He is supportive of the compulsory fitness
classes that are part of the nursing program because he feels
it provides that initial push

that many people need to get
started. Some of Ernie's
classmates didn't feel as
strongly as he did and thought
that their time could be better
spent.
One other point that
physically active students
agree on as a factor of a successful program is motivation.
Without this key element even
the most dedicated person will
end up dragging himself to the
gym rather than looking forward to it. This is why there
are so many programs offered
at various times of the year.
Some of these programs are
tennis, badminton, fitness
training, trampoline, and even
archery. What exactly will be
available to you in terms of
classes will depend on your
timetable. All the classes are
supervised by a qualified
instructor, and they are often
geared for the beginner. The
whole idea is for students to
try out as many sports as they
like and eventually go onto a
lifetime activity they enjoy.
Each class is supposed to
have a designated sports
representative responsible for
relaying information about the
programs back to their
classmates. Despite numerous
posters that herald the time to
sign up for classes, most of the
students interviewed had a
limited awareness of the
facilities, equipment and
instruction available to them.
If you're one of those who
has made the promise, then
look into everything your college has to offer. It may be all
you need to kick off the year
with the energy you had intended.

Dog Training
Gains Popularity
by Jacqueline Shymanski
While not in high profile,
the sport of Schutzhund continues to gain popularity
across Canada. And despite
limited competitions and small
memberships, the sport thrives
with a bark worse than its bite.
Schutzhund means "protection dog". The name comes
from Germany where the sport
originated about 85 years ago.
It came to Canada in the early
'70s.
The sport involves training a
dog to reach three levels of
excellence in certain skills.
These include tracking (searching for items over a
specified distance), obedience,
and attack training.
The dogs used by the two
Manitoban clubs tend to be of
sturdy breeds and more
aggressive. They include Pit
Bull Terriers, Dobermans, and
German Shepherds, which are
the most popular.
Dennis Muth, training
director for the Central Canadian Schutzhund Club, said
temperament is the most important factor for a dog. "The
dog needs good, sound nerves
to hit Level III," he said.
Each level indicates the
dog's ability. Dogs are awarded points on the basis of performance during a trial. An
example would be attack train-

ing. Schutzhund regulations
require the dog to corner the
agitator (a person clad from
head to toe in padded leather
garments) and hold him there
by barking loudly. The dog
should not physically touch
the person unless a move to
escape is made. The dog then
grabs the arm and holds the
agitator. In training, as a
reward, the dog is allowed to
pull the leather sleeve off the
agitator's arm.
To achieve the third level
and a high score, a great deal
of dedication is needed.
"Training should be consistent," said Bernie Klotz, who
works his dog out several
times a week. "Not everyone
can do it," he adds.
With only 250 members
across Canada, one must be
willing to travel to compete.
Hard work and good training
can pay off in the form of a
yearly one week international
competition. Six members
from each country are allowed
to compete. This year Canada
sent three of its best dogs and
trainers to Budapest, while
Germany picked the six best
dogs out of over 100,000
members.
All members are quick to
point out that each dog is different and trains at varying
speeds. Despite the training,

none will end up working for
police or in security related
fields.
"We train for sport, not for
compound work," said Muth,
a police officer. "These dogs
are pets and working
animals."
Another local club, Schutzhund Manitoba, will be
hosting the 1986 Canadian
National Schutzhund Championships in Winnipeg, Aug.
1-4. Some of Canada's best
dogs, a few from the United
States and possibly some from
Europe, will be competing for
the highest score — or top
dog.
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